
Stall Gates
Armour Horse Stalls offers several different types of stall gates to choose from when designing
your barn. From Gossip Gates, to Half Gates, and even Miniature Stall Gates, we have
something for everyone. Each of our stall gates is manufactured out of premium non-rusting
aluminum and comes fully assembled. If you would like more information about our different
stall gate options, please continue reading below.

Gossip Stall Gates
Gossip Stall Gates are designed with a zephyr-style bar top and can be ordered in a variety of
different materials and styles for the lower portion of the door. These stall gate styles include:
Coolbreeze, Crossbuck, Endura, Logo, Smooth, and Tongue and Groove. Our Coolbreeze Gossip
Gate is made out of our non-rusting aluminum and is designed with 1" round pickets and 1" bar
spacing. The Crossbuck Gossip Gate is made out of lumber and comes with the classic “x”
design. Our Endura Gossip Gate is made of a smooth PVC plastic that will never rot, warp, or
split. Armour’s Logo Gossip Gate is designed to allow a logo or artwork to be engraved into the
lumber on the stall gate. Our Smooth Gossip Gate is made out of lumber that has been sanded
smooth on both sides of the stall gate. The Tongue and Groove Gossip Gate is manufactured out
of #1 Southern Yellow Pine Lumber and can be ordered in either horizontal or vertical Tongue
and Groove. If you have any questions or would like to place your order, please visit our website
today.

Half Gates
Half Gates are an excellent economical option to add a gate to your barn that will keep your
horses contained in their stalls. The Half Gate options that Armour Horse Stalls has available
include Coolbreeze Half Gates, Crossbuck Half Gates, Endura Half Gates, Logo Half Dutch
Gates, Smooth Half Gates, and Tongue and Groove Half Gates. Our Coolbreeze Half Gate is
designed out of our no-rust aluminum with 1” pickets and 3” between bar spacing. The gate is
48” in width by 30” in height and is meant to be mounted at your horse’s chest height. Armour’s
Crossbuck Half Gate is made out of lumber with the same “x” pattern as our other Crossbuck
products and is 48” in width by 48” in height. Our Endura Half Gate comes in a variety of
different styles including: Smooth, Crossbuck, Tongue and Groove, Chevron, Backboard,
Diamond, and Crossbuck See-Through. The Logo Half Dutch Gate is designed to be used as a
stylish dog or pet gate for the home. These gates can be painted to match your home décor as an
alternative to traditional plastic or mesh pet gates. Our Smooth Half Gate is made out of the same
smooth lumber as our Smooth Gossip Gate and can be ordered in two different sizes: 36” W x
36” H or 48” W x 48” H. The Tongue and Groove Half Gate can be ordered in either horizontal
or vertical Tongue and Groove and we recommend that you stain or paint the lumber portion of
the door to match your barn. If you are interested in placing an order or would like more
information, please give us a call at (800) 876-7706.

Miniature Stall Gates



Any of our standard Stall Gate components can be resized into miniature form to fit any desired
size. Each of our Mini Stall Gates are manufactured with the same high-quality materials and
craftsmanship as all of our standard size products. The Miniature Stall Gate styles that we offer
include our Coolbreeze Mini Gates, Crossbuck Mini Gates, Smooth Mini Gates, Tongue and
Groove Mini Gates. Each of these mini stall gates include an aluminum frame with either lumber
or aluminum bars in the panel portion of the gate. We also offer miniature versions of our
standard Gossip Gates including our Coolbreeze Mini Gossip Gates, Crossbuck Mini Gossip
Gates, Smooth Mini Gossip Gates, and Tongue and Groove Mini Gossip Gates. Our Mini Gossip
Gates include the same styling as our standard size gossip gates including the zephyr-style gossip
top, aluminum frame, and either aluminum or lumber bottom panel. If you would like more
information about our Stall Gates, please feel free to visit our website or give us a call at (800)
876-7706. Thank you, we appreciate your business!


